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Burlesque opera comes to Highgate late next week when the Merry Opera Company’s
production of Verdi’s La Traviata opens at fringe music theatre Upstairs at the
Gatehouse before embarking on a national five-month tour.
Sopranos and mezzos will be variously attired in such delights as curvaceous corsets
and camisoles, sexy suspenders and stilettos and boas and, believe it not, balloons.
Tenors, baritones and basses will get to wear boxers, bloomers, bowlers and boas as
well as smart suits and shiny shoes.
Overall, there are going to be nearly 200 costumes made by Fi Russell, a set and
costumer designer based in Ealing.
The most challenging thing has been to make burlesque costumes that are
comfortable for singers to wear, she says.
The standard tight corset would constrain a singer’s breathing so she’s had to make
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corsets that look like corsets but don’t have the boning.
Kit Hesketh-Harvey, director and leading light behind the production, said the main
opera houses have the budgets to put on big Traviata productions evoking the
atmosphere of the massive salons of 19th-century Paris.
“Rather than try to do something similar on a much smaller scale, we’ve updated the
opera from 19th-century Paris to the north London of today, set amidst the
atmosphere and excitement of night-life in the West End, Camden, Hoxton or
wherever,” he said during a break in rehearsals.
“We’re putting on an intimate contemporary production that alternates between a
burlesque club and Violetta’s flat. Violetta is the club’s star performer and, dressed to
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the nines, she catches the eye and the adoration of City banker Alfredo, with such
tragic consequences.
“The inspiration for the burlesque party scenes has come from Café de Paris, Le Rêve,
La Soirée, La Clique and the myriad cabaret/ burlesque clubs in town frequented by
people in their twenties and thirties – and Traviata is about people precisely in that
age group.’
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The 13-strong cast for the Merry Opera’s production is drawn from performers well
into their careers and, to catch some classy singers, each gets a shot at one of the
solo roles.
Violetta, for instance, is being shared between two sopranos, Claire Egan from New
Zealand and Anna Jeruc from Poland, both now living in London.
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Claire comes from the same town as Dame Kiri Te Kanawa who sponsored her studies
as one of the English National Opera Works artists.
Anna’s first English singing engagement after arriving in London in 2007 was at a
birthday party for George Michael.
Working as a waitress while learning English, she was asked to lead the Happy
Birthday rendering – she got a standing ovation from the super-star and guests.
Now, while working with various opera companies in this country and Europe, she still
finds time to run a Polish choir in Willesden Green.
Updating the opera has provided Hesketh-Harvey with an opportunity to come up
with a new translation.
Older translations would sound creaky in the intimate setting Upstairs at the
Gatehouse where the words are easier to hear than in the big opera houses.
The new translation should be good as Hesketh-Harvey has quite a track record in
translating numerous operas for new productions at the Royal Opera House, ENO and
elsewhere.
The main hurdle in downsizing such a magnificent opera at Traviata is not so much
the translation, the setting or costumes or, indeed, the singing.
Rather, it’s task of getting the full thrill of Verdi’s great orchestral composition from a
small band.
The final scene of Violetta’s death relies entirely on the orchestral music to build the
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emotional maelstrom before Alfredo’s heart-rending cry when he realises she has
taken her last breath.
For its Traviata – under musical director is Stephen Hose – the Merry Opera is using a
five-strong band comprising a violin, cello, viola, woodwind and piano and accordion.

Much will depend on the ability of the string players to catch the feel of Verdi’s music,
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to tingle spines, to bring tears to the eyes.
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• La Traviata is Upstairs at the Gatehouse, Highgate Village, N6 4BD, from February
8-March 3, tickets £12/cons £10 except Saturday/Sunday £16/cons £14, 020 83430
3488, www.upstairsathegate.com
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